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Love is truly in the earth - crystals have amazing properties!
These days if we want to learn more about crystals we can buy books, attend a workshop or simply do an
online search!
Then why attend this teleseminar?
This is an experiential class where you receive the energy of various crystals and discover their innate
healing properties through crystal resonance.
Each participant will also receive a link to download the recording of this session, a pdf handout with photos
of the crystals as well a description of the healing properites of each crystal featured during the
teleseminar.
What happens after the class, do I need to go and buy crystals to continue to benefit?
Absolutely not! This is the whole purpose of this teleseminar! Note: you will receive a recording of the
session and be able to listen to it and receive the transmissions whenever you want! Of course if you would
like to get some crystals to have around your home and office you can do that too!
How can I benefit from crystals without having them in my hand or on my body?
It is all about the physics of resonance defined as the state of a system in which an abnormally large
vibration is produced in response to an external stimulus, occurring when the frequency of the stimulus is
the same, or nearly the same, as a natural vibration frequency of the system. In other words, you receive
the resonating frequency of each crystal and if you wish, respond to its healing properties during this
teleseminar. As in sound healing, you can benefit even by listening the recording.
Fee:$25CAD (all applicable taxes included)
To register by paypal click here
For more information please contact Sandra
How do I join the call?
After you send in your registration fee you will get a confirmation
email with the number to call as well as your personal access code.
Secure your spot by registering now: click here

